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File Name Description Duration

Tokyo,Buddhist cemetary,Sotoba clacking,Heavy rustling.wav Buddhist cemetary. Wind in trees, crows cawing, urban drone in background. Clacking of wooden Sotoba boards in their racks. 00:02:40

Tokyo,Buddhist cemetary,Sotoba clacking,Wind rustling.wav Buddhist cemetary. Wind in trees, crows cawing, urban drone in background. Clacking of wooden Sotoba boards in their racks 00:02:40

Tokyo,Buddhist cemetary,Wind,Birds squawking.wav Buddhist cemetary. Wind in trees, crows cawing, urban drone in background 00:01:40

Tokyo,Café,Ext,Conversation,Laughter,Cutlery,Spacious,Diffuse,2nd angle.wav Outdoor serving at café. Relaxed conversation and laughter, clinking of cutlery, plates, etc. A reverberant, spacious sound. 00:03:16

Tokyo,Café,Ext,Conversation,Laughter,Cutlery,Spacious,Diffuse.wav Outdoor serving at café. Relaxed conversation and laughter, clinking of cutlery, plates, etc. A reverberant, spacious sound. 00:03:20

Tokyo,Kokushikan Uni,Ext,Soccer practice,Kicks,Coach,Whistle,Birds.wav At Kokushikan Uni. Outdoor soccer practice, kicking balls around, coach blowing a whistle, laughter. Some bird sounds. 00:04:02

Tokyo,Kokushikan,Park,Children,Footsteps on sand,Birds,Traffic,Relaxed.wav

At Kokushikan Uni. In an adjacent park. Mothers playing with small children, footsteps on sandy paths, birds, background traffic. A 

relaxed atmosphere 00:03:39

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,At underpass,Pedestrians,Cars,Laughter,Reverb.wav Outside Kyodo Station, the underpass. Some pedestrians and cars, laughter. A diffuse recording in a reverberant space. 00:03:45

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,Entrance gates,IC cards,Clicks,Ding,Crowds,Busy,2nd angle.wav

Outside Kyodo Station. Entrance gate sounds, as train cards are swiped over them. Busy atmosphere, as passengers go thtough 

the gates. 00:03:24

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,Entrance gates,IC cards,Clicks,Ding,Crowds,Busy.wav

Outside Kyodo Station. Entrance gate sounds, as train cards are swiped over them. Busy atmosphere, as passengers go thtough 

the gates. 00:03:43

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Ext,Platform,Train arrives and departs,Announcers.wav

Inside Kyodo Station, on the platform. Trains arriving and departing, announcers heard in speakers. Not many passengers at this 

time, so rather quiet. 00:03:12

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Int,Announcer,Entrance gates,Ding,Footsteps,Moderate crowd.wav

Inside Kyodo Station. Signature sounds of the entrance gates, as train cards are swiped over them, moderate crowds coming 

through the hall. 00:02:19

Tokyo,Kyodo Station,Int,Entrance gates,Foosteps,Suitcase wheels,Train sounds.wav

Inside Kyodo Station. Signature sounds of the entrance gates, as train cards are swiped over them, footsteps and suitcase wheels 

against the hard floor, some train sounds from the platform above 00:04:11

Tokyo,Kyodo,Shops,Bikes,Voices,Hvac,Traffic,Relaxed,Lively.wav Around Kyodo. Sounds from shops, bicycles passing and being parked, some Hvac/AC noise, some light traffic. Lively, yet relaxed 00:03:55

Tokyo,Kyodo,Suzuran St,Bicycles,Pedestrians,Cars,Motorbikes.wav Near Kyodo Station. The narrow Suzuran Street, with many bicycles and pedestrians passing, some cars and motorbikes also. 00:02:25

Tokyo,Kyodo,Suzuran St,Bicycles,Pedestrians.wav Near Kyodo Station. The narrow Suzuran Street, with many bicycles and pedestrians passing 00:02:41

Tokyo,Residential,Backalley,Dogs barking,Faint voices,Cutlery,AC hum.wav Residential Sakura area. Narrow backalley, moped pass, dogs barking, faint voices, cutlery, ac hum. 00:03:09

Tokyo,Residential,Cicadas,High pitched,BG traffic,Bicycles,Hvac,Quiet.wav Residential Sakura area. High pitched cicadas, Background traffic, a few bicycles passing, some hvac hum. Quiet otherwise. 00:03:08

Tokyo,Residential,Cicadas,High pitched,Overpowering,Faint traffic,Sporadic.wav Residential Sakura area. High pitched cicadas, very close, overpowering and loud, faint, sporadic traffic heard in background. 00:01:33

Tokyo,Residential,Cicadas,High pitched,Sporadic footsteps,Voices,Quiet suburb.wav Residential Sakura area. High pitched cicadas,Some sporadic footsteps and voices heard, but otherwise quiet. 00:03:39

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Bicycles,Birds,Faint suburban noises.wav Residential Sakura area. Quiet street, birds, bicycles and the odd car passing. Almost no urban drone. 00:03:36

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Bicycles,Pedestrians,Cars,Birds.wav Residential Sakura area. Quiet street, bicycles, pedestrians and the odd car passing. Birds tweeting. Some urban drone. 00:02:26

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Bicycles,Pedestrians,Cars,Relaxed,Everyday.wav

Residential Sakura area. Quiet street, constant flow of bicycles and pedestrians. A few cars and scooters.Voices. An everyday 

atmosphere. 00:03:39

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Birds,Cars,Pedestrians.wav

Residential Sakura area. Quiet street, Hvac hum, heavy machinery or engine in background, Birds, a few cars and pedestrians 

passing. 00:03:34

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Footsteps,Voices,Hvac,Distant traffic noise.wav

Residential Sakura area. Quiet street with some shops. Pedestrians, bicycles, conversation. Some Hvac hum and urban drone. 

Sporadic clanking sounds. 00:04:07

Tokyo,Residential,Quiet street,Pedestrians,Bicycles.wav Residential Sakura area. Quiet street, pedestrians and bicycles. Very quiet background. 00:04:27

Tokyo,Residential,Wind in pines,Birdsong,Faint traffic,Bicycle pass.wav

Residential Sakura area. Wind rushing in pine-tree alley. Small birds, crows. Dead leaves blowing crackling over the ground. Faint 

traffic sounds, sporadic construction sounds nearby. 00:02:24

Tokyo,Residential,Wind in pines,Crows cawing,Faint traffic,Construction.wav

Residential Sakura area. Wind rushing in pine-tree alley. Small birds, crows. Dead leaves blowing crackling over the ground. Faint 

traffic sounds, sporadic construction sounds nearby. 00:01:36

Tokyo,Sakura Elementary,Schoolyard,Children,Teachers,Cars,Traffic.wav

Sakura Elementary School, outside schoolyard. Children playing, teachers shouting instructions, blowing whistles and banging 

drums. Constant car traffic heard. 00:04:04

Tokyo,Sakura Elementary,Schoolyard,Children,Teachers,Whistles,Drums.wav

Sakura Elementary School, outside schoolyard. Children playing, teachers shouting instructions, blowing whistles and banging 

drums. Constant car traffic heard. 00:03:36

Tokyo,Setagaya,Traffic,Bus stop,Stop signal,Motorbikes,Louder peaks.wav

Traffic at intersection. Cars, trucks, scooters, busses, motorbikes stopping at red light. Bell signal of nearby train crossing, audio 

signal of bus stopping. Busy street. No car horns. Louder engines and passes in this one. 00:03:08

Tokyo,Setagaya,Traffic,Bus stop,Stop signal,Motorbikes.wav

Traffic at intersection. Cars, trucks, scooters, busses, motorbikes stopping at red light. Bell signal of nearby train crossing, audio 

signal of bus stopping. Busy street. No car horns 00:03:47

Tokyo,Setagaya,Traffic,From overpass,Diffuse,Lazy.wav

Traffic at intersection. Cars, trucks, scooters, busses, motorbikes stopping at red light. Bell signal of nearby train crossing, audio 

signal of bus stopping. Busy street. No car horns. Recorded from overpass, a more diffuse and lazy atmosphere. 00:04:00
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